Visual schematic

A schematic , or schematic diagram , is a representation of the elements of a system using
abstract, graphic symbols rather than realistic pictures. A schematic usually omits all details
that are not relevant to the key information the schematic is intended to convey, and may
include oversimplified elements in order to make this essential meaning easier to grasp. For
example, a subway map intended for passengers may represent a subway station with a dot.
The dot is not intended to resemble the actual station at all but aims to give the viewer
information without unnecessary visual clutter. A schematic diagram of a chemical process
uses symbols in place of detailed representations of the vessels, piping, valves, pumps, and
other equipment that compose the system, thus emphasizing the functions of the individual
elements and the interconnections among them and suppresses their particular physical
details. In an electronic circuit diagram , the layout of the symbols may not look anything like
the circuit as it appears in the physical world: instead of representing the way the circuit looks ,
the schematic aims to capture, on a more general level, the way it works. Transit map , a
schematic map i. Chemical engineering schematic. Electrical circuit diagram for TTL counter, a
type of state machine. Schematic of a drive train. A semi-schematic diagram combines some of
the abstraction of a purely schematic diagram with other elements displayed as realistically as
possible, for various reasons. It is a compromise between a purely abstract diagram e. In
electrical and electronic industry, a schematic diagram is often used to describe the design of
equipment. Schematic diagrams are often used for the maintenance and repair of electronic and
electromechanical systems. In electronic design automation, until the s schematics were
virtually the only formal representation for circuits. More recently, with the progress of
computer technology, other representations were introduced and specialized computer
languages were developed, since with the explosive growth of the complexity of electronic
circuits, traditional schematics are becoming less practical. For example, hardware description
languages are indispensable for modern digital circuit design. Schematics for electronic circuits
are prepared by designers using EDA electronic design automation tools called schematic
capture tools or schematic entry tools. These tools go beyond simple drawing of devices and
connections. Usually they are integrated into the whole design flow and linked to other EDA
tools for verification and simulation of the circuit under design. Programmable logic controllers
PLC can be programmed using ladder diagrams. In electric power systems design, a schematic
drawing called a one-line diagram is frequently used to represent substations , distribution
systems or even whole electrical power grids. These diagrams simplify and compress the
details that would be repeated on each phase of a three-phase system, showing only one
element instead of three. Electrical diagrams for switchgear often have common device
functions designate by standard function numbers. Another type of diagram used for power
systems is a three-line diagram. For analysis purposes of a power system, from the one-line
diagram, if the system is balanced, an equivalent per-phase or single-phase schematic diagram
can be obtained. If all of the parameters are represented as impedances and voltage sources,
the equivalent per-phase schematic diagram is called an impedance diagram. If all of the
parameters are represented as admittances and current sources, the equivalent per-phase
schematic diagram is called an admittance diagram. If the power system is unbalanced, but it is
linear or can be approximated by a linear system , then Fortescue's theorem symmetrical
components can be applied. In this way, from the one-line diagram, three different per-phase
schematic diagrams are obtained, known as sequence diagrams : positive sequence diagram ,
negative sequence diagram , and zero sequence diagram. Each of these diagrams can be
represented as an impedance diagram or as an admittance diagram. Schematic diagrams are
used extensively in repair manuals to help users understand the interconnections of parts, and
to provide graphical instruction to assist in dismantling and rebuilding mechanical assemblies.
Many automotive and motorcycle repair manuals devote a significant number of pages to
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development and digital transformation. New Release: New and enhanced tools that help you
achieve more. Visual Paradigm features a rich set of agile and scrum tools for project
management. Visual Paradigm provides the EA tools that support enterprise architecture and
digital transformation. Enjoy the new generation of software development with contemporary
DevOps tools. Work concurrently and collaboratively on same project. Keep you work securely
on a cloud workspace. Accessible at anytime and anywhere. Looking for more? You will find
both simple and most advanced tools in Visual Paradigm. We are trusted by over , people in
companies ranging from small businesses to Fortune companies, universities and government
sectors. We use cookies to offer you a better experience. By visiting our website, you agree to
the use of cookies as described in our Cookie Policy. The 1 Development Tool Suite that drives
your project to success Suite of design, analysis and management tools that drive your IT
project development and digital transformation. What's New in Agile project tools to help
develop great software Visual Paradigm features a rich set of agile and scrum tools for project
management. Learn more. Quality Improvement Chart and management tools that help you
improve product quality. Agile Process Tool A one-page canvas to manage Scrum agile
projects. PM Diagrams and Charts Visualize project roadmap and team structure with different
charts. Full stack of Enterprise Architecture Tools Visual Paradigm provides the EA tools that
support enterprise architecture and digital transformation. Document improvement plan, KPI,
etc. Customer Journey Map Collect and analyze customers' behaviors, thoughts, and feelings.
UX Design Visualize screen flow and layout with wireframe, storyboard, and prototype tool. Use
Case Management Model document and manage project goals with use case tools. Team
Collaboration Work concurrently and collaboratively on same project. Chock-full of features
Looking for more? Online Diagram Tool Draw diagrams online. Spreadsheet Tool Create, or
start from a business or project spreadsheets template. Form Designer Collect data, get
feedbacks and organize results. No coding required. Mind Mapping Tool Easy-to-use mind map
editor that captures and organizes ideas. Report Generation Produce excellent reports through
a drag-and-drop builder Learn more. Project Publisher Produce highly navigable web contents
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visuals to improve how you do business. Get a head start with over templates, or drag and drop
from our shape library to customize your diagram. Product Product Create powerful visuals to
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What exactly IS a vagina? Well, it's the muscular tube that extends from the cervix to the vulva.

It's a surprisingly common question for such a simple definition, but that quick sentence might
not answer all your questions. Luckily, a good old vagina diagram can sure help out. You might
think you've got it all down pat down there, but we use a lot of code words to talk about it, and
we use the technical word itself in the wrong way â€” after all, it's not entirely accurate to call
the extended network between your legs just the "vagina. Since knowledge is power, it's super
important to know the anatomy of your vagina. To get to the heart of the matter, we chatted with
Melanie Davis, PhD, a certified sexuality educator and sexuality education consultant, who gave
us a virtual tour of the vagina and beyond. First of all, Davis recommends using a mirror and a
light and taking a good look between your legs. Or you can even use the selfie setting on your
phone's camera. Not only should you know what your body looks like, because, well, it's yours,
but it will also help keep you safe. If you ever notice anything different down there i. Here's
everything you need to know about your anatomy from the outside in, including some facts that
we guarantee will surprise you, and a vagina diagram. When people refer to the "vagina," what
they usually mean is the vulva , which includes all the external parts, including the inner and
outer lips. These are the first things you see, and hair grows on them naturally. According to
Davis, the labia majora's job is to protect the more sensitive parts inside. The labia minora
provide the second layer of protection for the underlying structures and openings, and they
also have oil glands that secrete lubrication to keep you comfortable. Davis also says they're
the part of the anatomy most likely to cause women stress due to how they look. Just know that
the lips might not be symmetrical, they might extend beyond the labia majora, and the edges
might not be totally smooth â€” and all of this is totally normal. Everybody is different," Davis
explains. According to Davis, the tiny bit of the clitoris that is outwardly visible, which is the
little nub you see at the top of your external area when you spread the labia, contains 8, nerve
endings. That means it's really sensitive, and for many women, stimulating it is the best way to
orgasm. The hood, a flap of skin that slides back and forth, functions to protect the clitoris and
prevent irritation and arousal when you don't want it. When you are aroused, however, the hood
slips back to expose the clitoris. The outer clitoris that you can see and feel is actually
connected to an inner clitoris!! This small opening, which is where urine comes out, is right
below the clitoris. It's hard to see, and you can't really feel anything there. And, no, pee doesn't
come out of the vaginal opening! Davis says that many young women think the clitoris is
actually the urethra, but don't be fooled. Right below the urethra lies the introitus, also called
the vestibule or the opening to the vagina. Think of it as a foyer. Basically, the vestibule is the
lobby leading to the vagina, which is inside your body. We should also say here that there are
many color variations in the whole external vulva area, depending on your skin tone and
whether or not you're sexually excited. This concept is mind-blowing and a relatively recent
anatomical discovery. You have a wishbone-shaped structure extending from your clitoris on
the outside of your bodyâ€”the top of the wishboneâ€”to the area under your labia majora deep
inside. So there's literally much more to female sexual excitement than meets the eye. So do
you see now why calling the whole thing a "vagina" is not exactly accurate? The vagina, also
called the birth canal, leads to your uterus. It's a muscle that, when at rest, is closed," Davis
says. So it's not like you're walking around with an open hole in your body. It's normal for the
vagina to feel bumpy to the touch. The cervix is the neck-like part of your uterus that extends
into the vagina. It's the place where your gyno takes a sample from for a Pap smear. It's also the
part that dilates before a person gives birth. Otherwise it stays closed, opening only enough to
release blood and other fluids from the uterus when you have your period. If you reach in to
touch it, it feels sort of like a clenched fist with a dimple at the bottom. Your uterus is the place
where a fetus would live should you get pregnant. It sheds its lining every 28 days or so when
there's no pregnancy, otherwise known as getting your period. You can't feel the uterus from
outside your body Every month your ovaries shoot out an egg and send it floating happily down
the uterus, where it will hang around in hopes of meeting up with some sperm to make a baby.
Now that you know the ropes, you might have some questions about what's going on down
there and whether everything is OK down there. We've got you covered: Check out these links
to learn what you need to know about your vaginal health , why your vagina might be itchy , and
what these common vaginal odors mean. Keywords vagina. But that was the old me. Now, the
more I explore and decode smiley faces and their related family members, the more
appreciation I have for the complexity of how two elliptical eyes and a mouth line can
communicate emotion. The fact that we understand the expressions depicted in schematic
facesâ€”from emoticons to smiley faces to simple cartoonsâ€”is a fascinating feature of the
human brain. Using schematic faces in various types of visual communication is one way to
leverage the human ability to interpret facial language quickly. People tend to pay more
attention to faces than to other objects. Similar to how a bright color pops out at a viewer while
looking at a graphic, a face will pop out when mixed in with a group of non-face objects. Faces

are rich with information important to survival, such as identifying whether someone is familiar
or a stranger. Faces are also rich sources of information relevant to social interaction, such as
whether a person is approachable or wants to be left alone. Fortunately, we rapidly read and
process emotional expressions. It is fairly well agreed upon that each type of facial information
processing occurs through different functional specializations and neural mechanisms in the
brain. The conveyance of facial expressions are uncannily reflected in schematic faces. This is
probably due to our competence at reading and interpreting what is known as the facial code ,
which many believe is universal to all people in all cultures. The facial code refers to the
emotional messages that are expressed by movements of the facial muscles around the eyes,
mouth and sometimes the nose. This constitutes the facial signal system that humans use to
convey emotions. There has been much research conducted on whether we have a limited
number of distinct primary emotions. Paul Ekman, one of the most well-known researchers in
this field, has proposed that there are six primary emotions: joy, sadness, surprise, fear, disgust
and anger. Theoretically, as a person experiences one of these six emotions, the brain signals
the facial muscles to contract or relax, which results in one of the prototypical facial codes. See
the table below. There have been many attempts to use schematic faces in everything from
infographics and data visualization to identity designs and communication aids. Some are more
effective than others. Here are a few examples below. Infographic Use: This infographic from
Good Magazine click graphic for the original depicts the happiness quotient of people in 13
countries over a 30 year time span. The important facial element is the mouth, which serves as a
line graph against four gray dotted lines that are placed behind the face. The bottom most gray
line represents the least happiness and the top gray line represents the greatest happiness. The
graph forms a facial expression that might correspond to the data. Communication Aid: The
Wong-Baker Faces Pain Scale uses schematic faces to help people communicate about their
level of pain during clinical exams. Originally developed for children, it is now used in many
healthcare settings where language barriers or communicative disorders interfere with
communication. Logo Design: What happens when a schematic face is incorporated into a logo
design? Although this approach would not work for most companies and organizations, it
certainly adds a little personality to the brand. In particular, there is something playful and
amusing when a schematic face is paired with an object as seen in the two logos on the right.
And that we can take advantage of it with simple line drawings is a tribute to the human
intellect. Ah, Connie, I feel better reading this post of yours. I had this guilty feeling that I might
be a closet curmudgeon when I reflect on how much I disliked the original smiley face. I think
that you and I both were bothered the insipid simplicity of it, the somewhat forced yet blank
conveyance of purported happiness, and the sheer enormity of the armies of its appearance
during its original emergence in popular culture. The black-on-yellow warning symbolism in
nature like that seen on the honeybee or the poisonous banded sea krait of course has been
copied internationally on traffic signs, for yield and danger, etc. A bit of nostalgia at work
perhaps. And we have so many other options, no? Enjoyed seeing the nuances of the world
happiness factor smiley facesâ€¦a visual worth double-clicking on for stats of world-wideness
happiness around the world. Who knew there was an offic
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ial World Database of Happiness?? Hi Ann, All I can say is your comment is fascinating. Great
contribution. When you know how people understand graphics, yours will be more effective.
This website is an extension of my book. Hope you enjoy it! Available on Amazon. Schematic
faces used in research. Welcome When you know how people understand graphics, yours will
be more effective. Available on Amazon and ATD discounted for members. All Rights Reserved.
Eyebrows relaxed; cheeks raised, raising lower eyelid; corner of lips raised and lips drawn
back. Inner corners of brows raised; inner corners of eyelids raised; corners of lips turned
down. Eyebrows raised and curved; eyes open wide; jaw dropped; lips relaxed. Eyebrows
raised and inner corners drawn together; eyes wide open; mouth open but tense may be
asymmetrical. Eyebrows lowered and drawn together; vertical lines between eyebrows; lips
pressed together. Inner corner of eyebrows lowered; nose wrinkled; eyelid raised; lower lip
raised.

